The Board and staff of Art as Action recognize that the board acts as both a working and governance entity. The board work truly begins when the meeting is over, and we value the following qualities and expect the stated level of participation in new and current board members:

- Speaking authentically
- Asking for help when needed
- Delivering and receiving honest feedback
- Accepting and accomplishing tasks in support of Art as Action programming, fundraising, governance, events, and community networking
- Being there! (attending meetings is paramount)
- Promoting Art as Action in personal networks
- Doing what you say you’ll do, and not doing what you say you won’t do
- Understanding, supporting, and adhering to the by-laws
- Serving a full term of two years
- Offering an annual, personally meaningful and significant contribution to Art as Action
- Serving on one committee
- Willingness to be an active participant with Art as Action

Additional line items that each board member is willing to contribute (based on skills, talents, connections, and resources):
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